
DIFFERENTIAL KINEMATICS



VELOCITY KINEMATICS –
THE MANIPULATOR JACOBIAN

• In the previous classes we derived the forward and inverse position equations relating joint 
positions and end-effector positions and orientations. 

• In this class we derive the velocity relationships, relating the linear and angular velocities of 
the end-effector (or any other point on the manipulator) to the joint velocities. 

• In particular, we will derive the angular velocity of the end-effector frame (which gives the 
rate of rotation of the frame) and the linear velocity of the origin.

• The velocity relationships are then determined by the Jacobian matrix.
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THE MANIPULATOR JACOBIAN

This Jacobian or Jacobian matrix is one of the most important quantities in the 
analysis and control of robot motion. 

It arises in virtually every aspect of robotic manipulation:
1. in the planning and execution of smooth trajectories,  
2. in the determination of singular configurations,  
3. in the execution of coordinated anthropomorphic motion,  
4. in the derivation of the dynamic equations of motion,  
5. and in the transformation of forces and torques from the end-effector to the 

manipulator joints.



Angular Velocity

When a rigid body moves in a pure rotation about a fixed axis, every point of the body moves in a circle, then the angular 
velocity is given by

k is a unit vector in the direction of the axis of rotation.

Given the angular velocity of the body, one learns in introductory dynamics courses that the linear velocity of 
any point on the body is given by the equation

0xyz If we attach a body R: Since every point on the object experiences the same 
angular velocity and since each point of the body is in a fixed geometric 
relationship to the body-attached frame, the angular velocity is a property of the 
attached coordinate frame itself.
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Demonstration 2 
on the black board



skew-symmetric matrix



Demonstration 3
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S(t): physical interpretation.

Therefore, the matrix operator S(t) describes the vector product between the vector ω and the 
vector R(t)pI. 

The matrix S(t) is so that its symmetric elements with respect to the main diagonal represent 
the components of the vector ω(t) = [ωx ωy ωz ]T in the form:

→

We can rewrite 











https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Superposition_principle



Geometric Jacobian 
(Generalizing of n-dof)



Velocity composition rule.
Generic approach for two frames

Let s consider the coordinate transformation of a point P from Frame 1 to Frame 0 given by

Differentiating with respect to time and 
using                            gives:

Expressing 



Velocity composition rule

1- Linear Velocity of the origin O1 of x1y1z1 respect to x0y0z0

2- Linear Velocity of the vector P respect to x1y1z1 (  =0 because P1 is 
fixed respect to x1y1z1)

3- Linear Velocity of the point P respect to x0y0z0

1 2 3

We set : 



Geometric Jacobian Computation
The joints before the ith prismatic joint are considered 
fixed, while the one after the ith prismatic joint are 
considered as a single rigid body

Prismatic 
Joint ith



Geometric Jacobian Computation
The joints before the ith rotational joint are considered 
fixed, while the one after the ith rotational joint are 
considered as a single rigid body

Rotational 
Joint ith









Video from Kevin Lynch 
Instructional

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vjJgTvnQpBs





The end!


